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SAIC’s incoming President and
Provost check out student work
By Brandon Kosters, Editor-in-Chief

Incoming President Walter Massey and incoming Provost Elissa Tenny attended
a gallery exhibition of student work in SAIC’s Sullivan Gallery on Wednesday,
September 15th. F spoke with them about their experiences thus far at the school.
Be sure to visit Fnewsmagazine.com to watch our exclusive interview with President
Massey, and our video with students who were present at the event. Look for a
full transcript of our interview with Walter Massey in our November issue.
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Brandon Kosters: So looking
around at the work, getting a
feel for what’s happening at
SAIC, what are your thoughts?
Walter Massey: I’m very excited
about being here. I’ve been learning
more and more about the school,
and the more I learn the more I
am pleased to be in this position.
What I’m really excited about
here is the art. We have the sound
department, the art and technology department...It’s the breadth
of the activities and programs
I’m really impressed with, and
the fact that it’s so interdisciplinary. Every student I have met is
engaged in at least two areas.

Brandon Kosters: Having been
here for a little while now, what
are your thoughts about the
school, and what do you think
about the art you’ve seen today?
Elissa Tenny: I’m extraordinarily
impressed. I think that of the
things I’m most struck by is
how students articulate their
work. The level and tenor of the
conversation is at a very high
level. I’m impressed. I expected
to see amazing work, and I would
have been shocked otherwise.

BK: Your credentials are intimidating, but I have to ask, coming from
a more conventional academic
background, what are your
thoughts and/or concerns?
WM: I’m going to be learning.
[SAIC] has a lot of similarities with
other institutions. There’s more
similarity between art and science
then one might immediately recognize. I’ve known creative people
who are doing things at the cutting
edge of their activity throughout
my career. I think that I’m going
to see that there are as many
similarities as there are differences.

“There’s more similarity
between art and science
then one might immediately
recognize. I’ve known
creative people who are
doing things at the cutting
edge of their activity
throughout my career.“
— President Massey

BK: So stepping in, and getting
more of a sense of what’s happening here and what your job
entails, what has struck you?
ET: Well, I think that there are
moments where the physical environment has blown me away. This
is my fourth time in this space, and
each time I discover something
new. Whether I’ve been in the
fashion areas or the individual
graduate studios...Absorbing all of
this has been exciting and inspiring. I’m very aware of how we’re
maxed out in terms of facilities.
I’m aware of that. But at the same
time, there’s a lot of beauty here.

“I think that of the
things I’m most struck
by is how students
articulate their work.
The level and tenor of
the conversation is at a
very high level.”
— Provost Tenny
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Sculpture
Objects &
Functional
Art Fair
November 5-7
Navy Pier, Chicago
Opening Night
Thursday, November 4

1 Ticket
2 Art Fairs
3 Days of Discovery

Steen Ipsen, Lacoste Gallery

The Art Fair Company presents
17th Annual SOFA CHICAGO
and NEW! The Intuit Show of Folk
and Outsider Art under one roof!

Produced by The Art Fair Company, Inc.
Special thanks to:
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In Memory

Corinne Farmer
By Alejandra Monserrat González Romo, Freelance Writer

On September 20th, SAIC students
received an email from the Office
of Student Affairs with the news
that alumna Corinne Farmer had
passed away following a bike
accident. Corinne graduated in
May from the AIADO program.
Her sudden passing occurred just
two weeks after moving back to
her home in Montreal, Canada.
A tragic loss for her family,
friends, and the entire SAIC community, Corinne was remembered
at a gathering hosted by the AIADO
department on September 21,
where it was remarked that she will
be remembered for her “permanent
smile, spark, and enthusiasm.”
That afternoon, faculty members and students shared their
stories, memories, and experiences
of Corinne as both a person and
artist, interrupted in various
moments by periods of profound
silence. “She was really wellrounded,” said Lisa Norton, who
taught Corinne in two graduate
seminars. “[Corinne] was a thinker,
but she loved to create; she wanted
to concretize her ideas. She was
happy and joyful under pressure.”
A co-worker of Corinne’s
remembered laughing out loud
at her “recycled” jokes. Some
of her classmates shared their
vivid memories of her extremely
heavy final project slowly moving

around the campus hallways until
it reached its final destination at
the gallery, and the damage this
did to the back of the volunteer
who carried it. Henry, Corinne’s
beloved bulldog, appeared more
than once in the stories of her
classmates and teachers. They all
remembered the dog as a welcome,
if forbidden, guest on campus.
Some talked about Corinne’s
final exhibition experience, during
which she was way behind deadline
— her advisors were concerned
she wouldn’t finish her piece in
time, and some students had even
asked if they could use some of
her empty space in the gallery.
Corinne surprised everyone when
she showed up just in time with her
perfectly finished “je me souviens,”
a French-Canadian inspired set
of dining table and chairs named
after the Quebec motto, which
means “I remember” in English.
The SAIC community is working
on a series of projects in memory
of Corinne, including an exhibition of her work, a scholarship
in her name, a collection for
charity, lectures, and a memorial
statement in the thesis book.

If anyone wishes to speak to a counselor about Corinne’s passing, Counseling
Services are available in the Wellness Center, Suite 1300, 116 South
Michigan Building. Call 312.499.4271 or stop in to make an appointment,
Monday through Friday, 9:00 am - 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm - 4:30 pm.
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The U.S. labor market is in the worst
shape it’s been since the
Great Depression.

f

You didn’t expect to earn six figures your
first year out of art school, but circumstances
are probably worse than you would have
anticipated.
How can SAIC best provide students
with an environment conducive to
artistic exploration, while still
helping them graduate with economically
viable skill-sets? What does it mean to you to
balance personal and commercial interests as
an artist, writer, curator, or administrator?
And in particular, do you think academic advising is key for success, during and after school?

Submitted answers will be published in the
November issue of F Newsmagazine.
Send your response to
editors@fnewsmagazine.com
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Talk about a loud suit
Specialist in all styles Nick Cave does dance, sound, fashion
Interview by AMANDA ALDINGER, Fashion Editor

Amanda Aldinger: I want to start
off with the editorial spread in the
September issue of Vogue. What
was the process of landing that?
Nick Cave: Vogue called my gallery
in New York City, Jack Shainman
Gallery, and asked if I would be
interested in doing a spread ... but
I had just shipped out all of my
work to a museum in Sweden. So
I had no work. My gallery called
Vogue and said, “He doesn’t have
any work, maybe he can do it
another time.” The magazine
called back and asked if I could
produce some work, and I said
that in order for that to happen,
I’d need at least two months.
And so they basically held the
spread until I produced the work.
AA: So everything in that editorial
you produced specifically for
Vogue?
NC: Yes, for Vogue.
AA: Can you talk about your process for creating your Soundsuits?
NC: The ideas are really generated by paying a great deal of
attention as to what provokes
me through material. So it’s not
that I’m sketching these ideas, it’s
really just sort of hanging out at
flea markets around the country,
around the world, and something
will trigger me based on something
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that I see. It’s really on impulse.
I’m at flea markets weekly.

AA: You studied textiles in college,
you’ve studied as a dancer, and
you’re obviously interested in
fashion — did you ever anticipate
creating work that would merge
these three worlds?
NC: No. I made my first Soundsuit
in response to the Rodney King
incident [Rodney King’s beating
in 1991], but I looked at it as a
sculptural object. Once I put it
on I realized I could wear it, and
that through my movement it
could make sound. So it was one
sort of revelation after another,
all with this one concept.
AA: Does fashion influence your
work other than the basic aspect
that a Soundsuit is also a garment?
NC: I think aspects of it do. More
on a couture level — the theatrical
aspects of the design, and creating
this huge extraordinary world in
which the concept comes from.
It’s fashion, but then you also have
installation. And then all of that
ties together and it becomes a performance of sorts —i t all becomes
very organic. If someone did a
sculptural piece, and you were to
bring a dance company to intersect
with that — what is it then? Does it
then remain a sculpture, or does it

become an object that is integrated
with this performance base?
AA: What about your new
pop-up shop and drive-by series?
Are these your conception?
NC: Yes, the pop-up shop is
something that will be in support
of this drive-by video series. So
I’m looking at that as a whole
other genre of work that’s an
extension of the sculptures.

AA: Can you explain the
concept behind the drive-by?
NC: The concept behind it is
creating these alternative art
venues that rest within communities and off-beat paths. I’m
interested in doing drive-bys that
aren’t necessarily connected to
an institution with particular
boundaries, like a museum. This
comes as outreach — you can
refresh a neighborhood by bringing
additional commerce there, but
yet it also moves us around the
city. I would love to do this in
three or four different locations.
AA: In an interview with Christelle
de Castro for Opening Ceremony
you mentioned that you consider yourself “a humanitarian
before an artist.” How do your
Soundsuits reflect that concept?
NC: A Soundsuit dismisses identity,
race, gender, and it forces you to
reckon with something that’s unfamiliar without judgment. That’s
really the impetus that’s behind

interview 9

SAIC Fashion Design department chair Nick Cave’s famed Soundsuits have gone editorial
with their recent eight-page spread in the September issue of Vogue — the magazine’s most
important issue of the year. In the spread, titled “Monsters, INC.,” Cave and his Soundsuits are
styled amidst fall’s hottest accessories—performance art at its sartorial finest.
the work. You can’t categorize
them — they’re something that
is unknown, unfamiliar, and not
necessarily connected to any
particular origin. That’s very
important — that everyone can
bring their own references to
the work. It’s a moment where
we intersect and the lines blur.
The main humanitarian part of it
is me taking this and wanting to
be an artist with a conscience.

AA: Is this a theme that
resonated in work that you
did prior to the Soundsuits?
NC: No. Prior to that I was being an
artist and working and doing more
large-scale painting and installation
work. But once I was affected by
the Rodney King incident, I realized
that I want work that matters.
AA: And that changed
your direction a bit?
NC: Yes. I became concerned
with how my work would
perform out there in the world.
AA: I read in the New York
Times that you want to stage a
choreographed extravaganza in
Millennium Park. Is that something that’s still in the works?
NC: Yes, that’s still in the works.
AA: Will it still be in 2012?
NC: It will be probably be
a little bit later now.

AA: Do you have any ideas as
to what that’s going to be like?
NC: It’s going to be a 90-Soundsuit
performance. I don’t know any
more than that. But it’s going
to bridge community together,
because that’s the sort of interface
that we’re working with: dance
companies in the city, outreach in
the public schools. It’s also going
to work with individual performers that are street performers.
I’m interested in intersecting
and using the community to
build the performance.
AA: It’s often said that of the major
cultural hubs in the United States
— New York, LA and Chicago
— Chicago is kind of the “third
city.” Do you see yourself staying
here in Chicago and working?
NC: Personally, I don’t think you
have to jump ship, period — you
have to be smart and realize that.
Chicago’s my hub, it allows me to
produce my work in an environment that is extremely convenient.
I look at Chicago as an open
canvas. We’re in a different kind
of world today — we’re global. So
I can be in Iowa, have an amazing
gallery in New York, and still be
international. Artists today are
multi-tasking. We’re building and
designing our own pathways, and
making our own decisions about
how we’re going to interface with
the world at large. It’s up to you
how you strategically design that.

AA: Do you have a
favorite Soundsuit?
NC: No. I’m not really that connected to my work, on that level.
AA: On what level are
you connected?
NC: I think I’m just the messenger
here to deliver these deeds.
AA: So once you send them
off, you’re okay with that,
and you don’t ever need to
interact with them again.
NC: Exactly. Done.

Nick Cave and SAIC Chancellor Tony
Jones at the pop-up store in September.
Photo by James Prinz
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Life After the MFA
Transitioning out of school ... again

By Nicole Nelson, Freelance Writer perpetuating negative stereotypes

Completing a college degree
is a major milestone; it’s
supposed to show that you are a
trained, educated, and valuable
individual ready to enter the
workforce. Unfortunately, these
days bachelor’s degrees are
a dime a dozen. As we throw
ourselves deeper into debt
obtaining master’s degrees and
doctorates to stay at the top of
our fields, we may fail to plan
for the looming uncertainty that
follows graduation. According to
the recently launched “Student
Loan Debt Clock” at FinAid.org,
the student debt in this country
totals over $853 billion dollars,
increasing at a rate of $2,853.88
per second. That is a lot of money
to pay back, and with an increase
in default rates this year, being
able to do so is imperative.
Adapting from school life to “real
life” is a difficult transition for
anyone, but for artists and those
in creative fields, this transition
can be especially difficult.
The question is simple: how
does one become a successful
artist? What training is needed?
What resources are available?
How have successful artists
gotten to where they are today?
Perhaps by removing some of the
ambiguity from the inner workings
of the art world, the role of a
degree in the life of an artist and
how it shapes his or her lifelong
practice can be better understood.
The Myth of the Starving
Artist
The legitimacy of the arts as a
career path has always been
questioned. Recently, fine arts was
featured as one of the ten “worstpaying college degrees” on Yahoo.
com’s HotJobs website. Based
on figures from Payscale.com,
a fine arts degree recipient will
earn a starting annual salary of
approximately $35,800, and a midcareer annual salary of $56,300. As
a point of comparison, someone
with an aerospace engineering
degree earns an starting annual
salary of $59,400 and a mid-career
salary of $108,000 according
to LifeTuner.org. Even further

was Yahoo! HotJobs senior editor
Charles Purdy’s accompanying
commentary: “Well, it takes
an artist to make a thrift-store
wardrobe look like a million
bucks.”
Of course, these
generalizations are nothing
new. “There is such a cliché that
there is a distinction between
an artist and someone who is
professional about their career, as
if one is uniformly good and one
is uniformly bad,” said Shamim
Momin, a curator at the Whitney
Museum of American Art, as
quoted in the book “Art/Work:
Everything You Need To Know
(And Do) As You Pursue Your Art
Career.” “It boggles my mind, but
you still encounter it.”
connections are key

SAIC, one of the top-ranked art
schools in the country, has plenty
of professional connections to
offer students. When F sat down
to discuss these options with
Katharine Schutta, Director of
Career Services and Alumni
Relations at SAIC, she explained
that existing systems within
the school are structured to
provide students with maximum
success. One option for career
development that is available
to students is the one-on-one
advising program offered through
career services. “It’s all about
addressing a student’s personal,
professional, and intellectual
development, all in an integrated
way,” she explains. Advisors
assist students by addressing
employment concerns and
working out strategies to sustain
artistic practices. It can also
connect students with mentors
both within the SAIC community
and those working in creative
fields.
“I think it’s important that we
are as much a student service
as we are an alumni service.”
Schutta says. “Where it comes
down to the wire is after students
graduate, so the key is really being
available to work with them at
that time.” In light of this issue,
career services hosts an intense
three-day workshop at the end of

the spring semester called Power
Tools, aimed at prepping students
to enter the workforce.
They also manage regular
services like the Co-Operative
Education program, which places
students in internships, disciplinespecific career and networking
fairs, and maintains a database
of job listings that companies
bring directly to SAIC, looking
for potential alums. These efforts
appear to have been paying off.
“When we surveyed alumni that
had graduated in 2009, over 80%
of those who responded were
employed. Many were part time,
but it’s still a huge number.” Shutta
says.
With ever-increasing tuition
costs, the importance of the BFA
versus the MFA is a particularly
weighty issue. “The MFA allows
artists to spend two years
of intense investigation, by
developing work in a critical
environment, a pre-professional
environment,” Schutta
explains. “It’s different from the
undergraduate experience where
you’re developing the foundation
of a discipline.” Having an MFA
opens a greater range of job
opportunities, such as higher-level
positions within museums, or
teaching in a university.
But, as quickly as the cost
of education is rising, so is the
need to understand emerging
technologies. “I’ve found that
quite a few alums have continued
to develop certain skills that
they started learning while at
school, especially those with
more commercial applications,
like mastering the Adobe Suite
for example,” Schutta mentions.
But beyond technical skills, job
fairs, and internships, what does it
really take to succeed?
the inside story
The most recent NEXT exhibition
at Art Chicago included a panel
entitled, “After the MFA,” which
featured leading contemporary
artists discussing how the MFA
degree shaped their practices and
careers.
Acting as moderator was
Pamela Fraser, who received her
a BFA in Painting in 1988 from

the School of the Visual Arts in
New York, and her MFA in New
Genres in 1992 from UCLA. On the
panel was Scott Reeder, MFA 1997
University of Illinois at Chicago;
Curtis Mann, MFA 2008 Columbia
College; and Eric Wenzel. MFA
2009 University of Chicago.
The panel began with a
straight forward question: How
did the MFA prepare you for
your professional and creative
practice? “There was an intensity
[at Columbia] of always making,
and having to show up every
week. For me that was really
energizing,” says Mann. “As soon
as I finished there was a little bit
of a lull, and I didn’t make work
for five or six months. There was
a feeling that all that disappeared.
The biggest thing for me now is to
keep something right in front of
me — one more show, one more
application. It’s how I’ve been able
to tap into that intensity again.”
Fraser offers a different take.
“My experience was completely
different. I moved back to New
York, got a job as a waitress, and
didn’t show any work for almost
six years, until I felt I was ready.”
Another major question that
comes up is the importance
of location. “I went back to
Milwaukee because I felt like I had
better ideas there, and there were
more people who were inspiring to
me,” Reeder says, after detailing a
brief stint in Los Angeles. “For me,
location doesn’t matter. There’s so
much that technology allows you
to do now.”
Technology has indeed opened
doors, and many artists actively
promote their work online. But a
digital counterpart is not always
a viable substitute for an actual
encounter with a work of art.
“When you see my work on the
internet, it just sort of dies,” Mann
says. In his case, he must decide
between the increased visibility
and presence that the New York
art scene could offer, versus
the tight-knit community and
increased workspace a smaller
city like Chicago can afford him.
Dilemmas like this can sometimes
distract from the core of the one’s
work. “For me, it’s all about who
you’re interacting with and what

“There is such a cliché that there is a distinction between an artist and
someone who is professional about their career, as if one is uniformly good
and one is uniformly bad ... It boggles my mind, but you still encounter it.”
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the conversations are,” Wenzel
says. “Location is secondary to
that.”
“It comes down to community,
wherever you are,” Fraser
offers. “You develop friendships,
relationships, and those are the
things that carry you through to
find opportunities, and you help
other people find opportunities.”
Having strong artistic
communities like this appears to
be integral to an artist’s practice.
“The MFA is a really crucial
thing. Almost everything that’s
happened with my career has
been through peers; they’re the
ones who are going to know what
you’re doing, and help you along,”
Reeder says. Fraser adds: “You
have to target not just your venue,
but your place. Where are you
going to fit in, and where are you
going to find people that you find
exciting too?”
So is it really worth it to get an
MFA? The unanimous answer from
the panel was yes. The artistic
development that happens during
this period can shape an artist’s
career in profound and meaningful
ways. A member of the audience
piped in with the somewhat
uncomfortable question: What
about the cost? The price tag
attached to higher education is
outrageous, and for a profession
that is not known to be lucrative,
paying off loans becomes a serious
issue.
“As an educator now, we need
to be responsible about what this
degree is for,” Fraser explains. “I
have to think about it as one of
the humanities. Thinking about
the MFA as vocational is dirty,
because the success rate for
artists is terrible.”
Wenzel offers a different take.
“You know there’s that precipice of
the day job, of paying the bills, so
having those two years to develop
your practice with no distractions
is incredibly valuable. Being
resentful of the price tag attached
to that experience just doesn’t
seem productive ... the MFA is an
investment.”

F A
BAR

Illustration by Alli Berry
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What's a four-letter
word for broke?
(Answer: Kyle)
Good with money? Try this crossword and find out if you’re smarter than
“that guy,” Kyle. He’s bad with finances and even worse at crossword
puzzles. To see him in action, go to 53.com/students. While you’re there,
enter to win a $10,000 scholarship or other great prizes.

ACROSS 4) Withdrawals. 7) Overdraft. 11) Direct Deposit. 12) Loan. 13) Mortgage. 14) Credit Cards. 17) CD. 18) Awesometown. 19) IOU. 20) Broke.
DOWN 1) Dude. 2) Bank Statement. 3) Balance. 5) Interest Rate. 6) Debt. 8) Budget. 9) Deposit. 10) Boom. 14) Check. 15) Bank. 16) Income.
No purchase necessary.
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Excerpt from video by Casilda Sanchez
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DOWN
1
Kyle’s name for man,
woman or child (Slang).
2
A monthly declaration of
your accounts.
3 You can’t lose it, but you
need to keep track of it.
5 A high one is good for
savings, but bad for debt.
6 “I don’t want to go into it,”
monetarily speaking.
8 A plan that’s money.
9 You take it to the bank.
10 Kyle’s explosive
exclamation.
14 Use it, and your own
autograph costs you.
15 Along a river or a corner.
16 Paydays. All of them.

ACROSS
4 The more you make the
less you have.
7
It costs you more when
you spend too much.
11 How money puts itself into
your account.
12 Money you get to use, but
not keep.
13 You live in a house, but
you pay this down.
14 Don’t give yourself too
much of it. Or them.
17 A diploma (of sorts)
awarded by the bank
(Abbr.).
18 A great town and state
of mind.
19 Kyle’s personal line of
credit (Abbr.).
20 Kyle’s constant financial
situation.

October 2, 2010–January 9, 2011

Museum of
Contemporary Art
Chicago
mcachicago.org
tuymans-fnews-full-heritage.indd 1

Luc Tuymans is organized by the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art and the Wexner Center for
the Arts, The Ohio State University, Columbus.
Generous support is provided by Bruce and
Martha Atwater. Additional support is provided
by Carla Emil and Rich Silverstein, and
Flanders House, the new cultural forum for
Flanders (Belgium) in the United States.
Lead support for the Chicago Presentation is
provided by the Harris Family Foundation in
memory of Bette and Neison Harris: Caryn and
King Harris, Katherine Harris, Toni and Ron
Paul, Pam and Joe Szokol, Linda and Bill Friend,
and Stephanie and John Harris.

Major support is generously provided by
Ken and Anne Griffin and Helen and Sam Zell.
Additional support is provided by Neil G. Bluhm,
the Stefan Edlis and Gael Neeson Foundation,
Andrea and Jim Gordon, the Pritzker Traubert
Family Foundation, Sylvia Neil and Daniel
Fischel, and Barbara Bluhm Kaul and Don Kaul.
Official Airline of the
Museum of Contemporary Art
Luc Tuymans The Heritage VI (detail), 1996;
oil on canvas; Courtesy David Zwirner,
New York; © Luc Tuymans; photo by Ben Blackwell;
courtesy David Zwirner, New York
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Beware the
Copyright Troll
How you might get sued for
“re-posting” on the web.
By Nick Briz, Freelance Writer

Margaret Soltan is an English
professor at George Washington
University in D.C. who was
recently sued for her blog
“University Diaries,” in which she
critiques American university life.
Surprisingly, Soltan is not being
sued for scandalous content.
Rather, the lawsuit concerns her
use of quotes from a news article
regarding a criminally charged
university football coach. “My blog
is educational, non-commercial,
and includes a long-running
critique of university sports, of
which this post is clearly a part,”
Sultan explains. While that very
well may be the case, the article
she quoted was not hers to share;
it belongs to a daily paper called
the Las Vegas Review Journal. Ms.
Soltan clearly didn’t do anything
out of the ordinary; re-posting
articles is key to the web’s information eco-system, and is vital to
the discussions that web-users
get into on blogs, Tumblrs,
Facebook and Twitter pages on a
daily basis. So who’s going after
Margaret Soltan? Copyright trolls!
What, you may ask, is a
copyright troll? The copyright troll
is to intellectual property what
the highly criticized patent troll is
to patents. When one looks at the
evolution of copyright law (from
the Statute of Anne to the Sonny
Bono “Mickey Mouse” Extension
Act), it becomes clear that we’ve
lost the initial goal of copyright: to
provide incentive for creators to
create and contribute to culture
without fear of being exploited. A
copyright troll is a company which
abuses the law to do the exact
opposite. Such companies do not
produce creative works of their
own; rather, they acquire rights
from other companies and scour
the web for “unauthorized” uses
of those companies’ works for the
purpose of making money through
litigation — and they are making
a profitable business out of it.
To date, the worst example is
the Las Vegas start-up, Righthaven
LLC, led by CEO Steve Gibson.
Righthaven targets those who
re-post news articles, and in just
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a few months have filed over 100
lawsuits on behalf of its only client,
Las Vegas Review Journal. The
company’s methods have garnered
Righthaven quite a reputation for
attempting to prosecute anyone
from “mom-and-pop bloggers” to
politicians, to the Journal’s own
sources without warning. Instead
of sending “cease and desist”
letters or DMCA take-down notices,
which would allow bloggers the
chance to remove the articles in
question, Rightaven subscribes
to the “sue first, ask questions
later” model, waging fully-fledged
lawsuits in federal court.
Wired magazine reports
that Righthaven relies on “the
harsh penalties in the Copyright
Act — up to $150,000 for a single
infringement — to compel quick
settlements.” Though many
of these cases are more than
obvious candidates for fair-use,
the legal costs of fighting in court
are roughly equal to the cost of
out-of-court settlements (roughly
$1,500-$3,500). Thomas Dunlap,
Righthaven’s head litigation
lawyer, said, “People are settling
with us” — and that of course is
the goal, profiting from forced
settlements through intimidation.
Worse still, Righthaven is going
after one of the principle tools
of on-line debate: copy & paste.
The EFF (Electronic Frontier
Foundation) writes, “Online
discussion survives and thrives on
showing others the original text
before adding a commentary or
response. Accurate quoting is a
virtue of Internet discussion that
can minimize mischaracterization
and support progress in a debate.”
Wired reports that the Las
Vegas firm is in the process of
taking on some new clients. If
this blatant abuse of copyright
law goes unchallenged, it could
motivate even more enterprising
copyright trolls to take to the
internet, taking advantage of laws
designed to provide incentives for
authors to create with no intention
of actually promoting or creating
works themselves. Such actions
threaten the sharing of information
on the Internet as we know it.

Illustration by Colin Grimm

These companies do not produce creative
works of their own; rather, they acquire
rights from other companies and scour
the web for “unauthorized” uses of these
companies’ works for the purpose of making
money through litigation—and they are
making a profitable business out of it.

Jitish Kallat. Public Notice 3, 2010. Artist with the partial mock-up on the Woman’s Board Grand Staircase of the Art Institute of Chicago. Image courtesy of the Art Institute of Chicago.

Politics&Museology
The Art Institute of Chicago takes its
cues from current events in the
Middle East.
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Kallat’s installation displays the text from Vivekananda’s speech on the 118 risers of the Woman’s Board Grand
Staircase of the museum in dazzling, multi-colored LED lights. Photo courtesy of the Art Institute of Chicago.

Clearly, from 108 years before 9/11, to nine years after, the problem of political,
religious, and cultural intolerance is as bad as ever — if not worse.

INTOLERANCE
Jitish Kallat’s “Public Notice 3” at the Art Institute of Chicago
By WHITNEY STOEPEL, Staff Writer

“We believe not only in universal
toleration, but we accept all religions
as true.” Swami Vivekananda, the
Hindu monk and early champion of
inter-faith dialogue, spoke those words
in a speech given in Chicago at the
Parliament of the World’s Religions on
September 11, 1893 — a little over a
century before the terrorist attacks on
September 11, 2001. That date may be
coincidental, but it serves as a poignant
reminder of the continued need for
that tolerance today, nine years after
the attacks on the World Trade Center;
and it’s certainly not a coincidence
that Mumbai-based artist Jitish Kallat
chose to unveil his site-specific
installation, “Public Notice 3,” at The
Art Institute on September 11, 2010.
Kallat’s installation displays the
text from Vivekananda’s speech on
the 118 risers of the Woman’s Board
Grand Staircase of the museum in
dazzling, multi-colored LED lights. The
contrast of the staircase’s antiquated
architecture with the contemporary
use of technology is both arresting
and beautiful, but above all, the piece
is notable for its political edge. Even
the choice of the colors used to depict
the text is pointed (and a bit cheeky);
Kallat’s red, orange, yellow, blue, and
green are the same colors that the
Department of Homeland Security
uses for its security alert system. The
work’s social critique is thus manifest
in both its form and content.
The location of the installation is
also key. The Art Institute was the
site for Vivekananda’s above-quoted
speech to an audience of 7,000 at the
first World’s Parliament of Religions
during the World’s Columbian
Exposition. When he pleaded for
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an end to “sectarianism,” “bigotry,”
and “fanaticism,” Vivekananda was
given a standing ovation (the street
in front of the Art Institute is even
named “Swami Vivekananda Way”).
Kallat often incorporates notable
speeches in his work. For example,
“Public Notice 2” (2007) was an
enormous, immersive wall installation
for which the artist created thousands
of fiberglass words that spelled out
portions of Gandhi’s famous speech
preceding the Dandi March protesting the British tax on salt in India.
The first installation of the series,
“Public Notice” (2003), featured five
panels of mirrors that had been
written upon using rubber cement,
which was then burned; the resulting
distorted forms spelled out Jawaharlal
Nehru’s speech announcing Indian
independence from Britain in 1947.
Taken together, these three works
reveal a similar interest in pointing
out the disparity between hopeful
words or calls to action spoken at
past moments of positive change, and
the sober reality of the contemporary
political climate. This disparity is also
clear in the experience of the work,
itself. Standing in front of the piece,
it’s hard to capture the totality of the
text; words seem to scroll up in space
and disappear, like the credits in “Stars
Wars.” The design forces viewers at
the bottom of the stairs to squint in
order to read the end of the speech
at the top, ignoring the beginning of
the speech that lies directly under
his or her feet. The viewers are thus
completely in the present, unable to
capture the beginning or end of the
text as they climb the stairs, suggesting
the impossibility of understanding
one’s present place in history, and the
sensation that because of this, we are

never progressing. This piece is thus an
enormously successful, if somber, mile
marker of mankind’s dismal progress
in achieving peace and tolerance.
This point is hammered home in the
media on a daily basis, such as when
Florida pastor Terry Jones declared
September 11 “International Burn a
Koran Day,” or with the growing conflict
over building a mosque at Ground
Zero. Examples of extreme intolerance
even occur here at the School of the
Art Institute: last spring, M.F.A. student
Anida Yoeu Ali’s 1700% Project — a
project that explored racial profiling
against Muslims post 9/11 — was
shown at the M.F.A. show at the Sullivan
Galleries, and was defaced shortly after
the opening. Although the vandalism
was never charged as a hate crime, it
was still viewed by many as racially
and religiously motivated. Clearly,
from 108 years before 9/11, to nine
years after, the problem of political,
religious, and cultural intolerance
is as bad as ever — if not worse.

Jitish Kallat, Public Notice 3
Curated by Madhuvanti Ghose
September 11, 2010-January 2, 2011
Art Institute of Chicago
111 S Michigan

ISLAMIC ARTS:

JUST ANOTHER
MUSEOLOGICAL FASHION?
Disappointment reigns in “Arthur Pope and a New Survey
of Persian Art” and the new Islamic arts gallery at the Art
Institute of Chicago
By ANIA SZREMSKI, Arts Editor

Jitish Kallat’s striking installation in the grand stairway
of the Art Institute features the words of Swami
Vivekananda, who gave a stirring speech in Fullerton
Hall during the Columbian World Exhibition that
called for peace and cross-cultural tolerance. “Arthur
Pope and a New Survey of Persian Art,” which was
on view in the museum from July 17 – September
16, was ostensibly inspired by a similar source,
though it achieved a far less satisfying result.
The exhibition featured a small assortment of
objects and images inspired by the collection of
Arthur Pope, a prominent scholar on Persian art in
the first half of the twentieth century and former
Art Institute Curator of “Mohammedan” Art (as the
Islamic arts were called during the period). Pope and
other Chicago area collectors began to covet objects
from the Islamic world after the Columbian World
Exhibition of 1893 inspired a fashion for the exotic
Orient, and their scholarly and collecting activities
formed the cornerstone of the Art Institute’s collection. Confusingly, the objects weren’t actually from
Pope’s collection, but from a later period which he
had neglected, hence the “new” in the exhibition title.
The museum organized the Pope survey to
commemorate the opening of the recently remodeled
and reconfigured gallery of arts of the Islamic world.
These three events in tandem (the Pope exhibition,
the opening of the new Islamic arts gallery, and the
Jitish Kallat exhibition) suggest a most timely, politically solvent message: a reevaluation of curatorially
marginalized collections and a newfound willingness
to welcome non-Western arts into the institutional
canon (particularly if those non-Western cultures
happen to be at the center of major current events
and media debates). But does the museum’s execution live up to this lofty, politically correct goal?
In the past few years, encyclopedic museums
across the world have been opening new galleries,
or even entire wings, dedicated to arts of the Islamic
world, a media-savvy strategy to attract new visitors
to see exoticized cultural products from the Axis of
Evil. The Detroit Institute of Arts opened a new gallery
of Islamic Art in February, with collections spanning
from the 7th to early 20th centuries; the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York City has been refurbishing
its Islamic arts galleries since 2001 and is slated to
open an entirely new section devoted to the subject
in 2011; and the Louvre has been working on a brand
new gallery for its 2,000-plus object collection since
2008, with an anticipated opening date of 2012.
Clearly, this is a trend the Art Institute felt it
couldn’t afford to buck. The problem is, Chicago’s
collection is nowhere near as significant as the
examples mentioned above, and it shows in the
museum’s shy, almost cringing curatorial strategies. While the Kallat installation expertly makes
its mark, the Pope exhibition and refurbished
Islamic Arts section are unabashed failures.
Take the celebratory “Pope” exhibition, for
instance. The show was situated in the special
temporary exhibitions hall, next to “Henri CartierBresson” and, towards the end of its run, “Ballplayers,
Gods, and Rainmaker Kings: Masterpieces from
Ancient Mexico.” While these two shows were
clearly identifiable with huge, colorful banners, the
Pope exhibition was quietly indicated by a modest
signboard. When this reviewer had difficulty finding
the gallery, three different museum employees were
unsure of where, or even what, the exhibition was.

“Pope” was installed in one room that was painted
a rich marine blue, a rather overwhelming nod to
the famous and intensely vibrant blues in traditional
Persian glazed tiles and ceramics. In the very basics
of the installation, then, the somewhat random
collection of objects was reduced to its best known
dominator. And the hanging began on a strange note:
it opened with a photograph from 1984 by American
photographer Jay Maisel entitled “Bird in Iran,” which
summed up the usual visual stereotypes of Persian (or,
more generally, Islamic) art: a delicate bird (as in, the
bird of paradise) awash in the color blue. The rest of
the objects on display included your usual suspects:
a window grill, sheets from calligraphic exercises (a
problematic choice, and one that is often made in
these situations; if these sheets were never meant to
be shown, why not exhibit the finished product?), two
delicate glass bottles, tile, and a tapestry. Oh, and two
books by the collector/patron himself: “A Survey of
Persian Art” and “An Introduction to Persian Art.”
The inclusion of these two volumes, as well as
the didactic wall text describing Pope’s biography
and collecting activities, made the show far more
about the man than the art. Which, with the right
angle and a fair amount of criticality, could have been
intensely interesting — but the curators didn’t go

If anything, the tropes
of Orientalism are
subtly reproduced in
the meager didactic
materials, which give
virtually no context for
the art itself.
there. The orientalism (the fashionable plundering,
othering, and commodification of “Oriental” cultures)
implicit in Pope’s project, and his problematically
paternalistic scholarship … none of this is intimated.
If anything, the tropes of Orientalism are subtly
reproduced in the meager didactic materials,
which give virtually no context for the art itself.
Similar problems are afoot in the Islamic gallery
itself, which consists of half of a hallway that seamlessly transitions into a gallery of Indian art. The
collection on view is meager, and once again, features
the usual suspects: 12th century Iranian glazeware
and copperware, mashrabeya work, Turkish ceramics and dishes, and assorted pages of quotations
from the Qu’ran and calligraphic exercises (mostly
originating from India). The collection is severely
limited, with few countries and few time periods
represented, and it raises the major curatorial questions that have to be asked whenever the category
of “Islamic Arts” is applied. What are the political
and social implications of this ethnographic focus?
Can the artifacts and artworks of such disparate
cultural traditions and time periods legitimately (or
at least, productively) be displayed together? What
would a more critically solvent model look like?
The Art Institute would have done well to consider
these questions instead of making a false start in
the museological race for political relevance.
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Flotilla
Survivor
Speaks
Activist Fatima
Mohammadi hopes
to spread awareness
about the plight of
the Gazans

By Daryl Meador, Member of the Students
for Justice in Palestine group at SAIC

Since the May 31 Israeli raid on the Freedom Flotilla,
which left nine Turkish activists dead, a grassroots
campaign called the U.S. Boat to Gaza has taken off
around the country. The coalition hopes to send
an American boat named the Audacity of Hope on
the next international voyage attempting to deliver
humanitarian aid to the Gaza Strip. Gaza, described
by some as an open-air prison, is blockaded by
Israel and is in need of medical and building supplies, as well as other basic human necessities.
Fatima Mohammadi, an Iranian-born American
citizen, lawyer, and activist, relayed her various
experiences in Gaza to an audience on August
27, 2010 during a fundraiser hosted at the Grace
Episcopal Church in Chicago, IL. She began with
the conditions of her first two convoys into Gaza in
July, 2009 and January, 2010, both of which entered
gaza by land. While both trips faced strenuous legal
obstacles and neither convoy was allowed to remain
in the Gaza Strip for more than 36 hours, each was
life-changing for Mohammadi. Of the Gazan people,
she said, “They are our heroes. They are the ones
withstanding unbelievable atrocity, unbelievable
difficulty. We are simply coming in from our comfortable lives in the U.S. to take over the very basic
supplies, yet they turn and call us the heroes.”
Mohammadi’s third attempt to reach Gaza
with humanitarian aid was aboard the Mavi
Marmara, the largest of a six-ship Freedom Flotilla.

Photo by Daryl Meador.

The vessel carried approximately 730 people
from countries around the world and set sail
from Turkey on Thursday, May 27, 2010. By
the following Saturday the Marmara had connected with the five other ships and the fleet
began its journey together toward the shores of
Gaza — a destination it would never reach.
Mohammadi said she and the others aboard
her vessel first spotted Israeli ships approaching
around 11 p.m. Sunday evening. Zodiacs, small
inflatable rafts carrying armed soldiers, surrounded
the Marmara around 3 a.m., and within an hour the
soldiers began throwing hooks and ladders onto
the deck of the Marmara. A group of men aboard
the Marmara responded by throwing the hooks
and ladders off of the deck in an attempt to stop
the soldiers. Before long helicopters approached
overhead. Soldiers dropped from their aircrafts
onto the top deck of the Mavi Marmara.
It is important to know, Mohammadi said, that
the Israeli gunfire began before the soldiers boarded
the ship. Having brought no weapons aboard the
Mavi Marmara, the volunteers fought back with
whatever they could. Mohammadi stressed the
huge disproportion in the level of violence used on
both sides. Nine Turkish men were killed, including one 19-year-old Turkish-American citizen, and
the nine men had been shot over 150 times.
After the attack, the vessel was forced to make
its way to Ashdod, an Israeli port north of the Gaza
Strip. The passengers created a makeshift hospital
on the third deck of the ship where Mohammadi and
others aided the men who had been wounded in

“...there was no breaking of arms or legs, no
battering with clubs or tasers or any other weapon
that they had at their disposal. Everyone who was
injured was shot.”
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the fight. 59 men were wounded, and their injuries
were inflicted with the most extreme methods,
Mohammadi said: “there was no breaking of arms
or legs, no battering with clubs or tasers or any
other weapon that they had at their disposal. …
Everyone who was injured was shot, and most were
shot at least two, but mainly three to five times.”
The Israeli soldiers, now in control of the large
ship, kept their loaded guns pointed at the passengers for the entire 12 hours it took to reach land.
Mohammadi said that while still aboard the ship she
held “a one-and-a-half-year old baby, the captain’s
son, in my lap and he had finally fallen asleep around
7 or 8 in the evening, after hours of travel with no
water and food as we were being held in the lower
decks on our way to Ashdod … and [a soldier]
came around and he was pointing the gun at the
one-and-a-half-year-old in my lap. And I remember
shielding him but looking at [the soldier] and saying
‘You coward … would you point a gun at your own
child?’” She said the soldier gave no response.
After reaching Israel and enduring three days
of imprisonment and processing — during which
Israeli schoolchildren were brought around to watch
the detainees — Mohammadi realized that “the
torture, the degradation, the embarrassment, and
murder … all of that is simply one week in the life of
any Palestinian living in the occupied territories.”
Each of Fatima Mohammadi’s experiences in
Gaza left her with a passionate urge to speak out
about what she had witnessed. She hoped to convey
the depth of her experiences in a way that would
move listeners to be active in the cause of breaking
the siege of Gaza. The U.S. Boat to Gaza coalition
sponsored the August 27th event at which she spoke.
The coalition, composed of activists nationwide,
is locally organized in Chicago by representatives
of the American Muslims for Palestine, Code Pink
Chicago, the International Socialist Organization,
and the International Solidarity Movement,
amongst others. A definite date for the boat to
set sail hasn’t been decided yet, but it is hoped to
happen in November of this year. U.S. Boat to Gaza
aims to involve more groups and individuals in its
struggle. For more information visit ustogaza.org.
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Practical Design?
AIC files lawsuit against the Modern Wing’s engineering company
By AMANDA ALDINGER, School News Editor

Last week, the Art Institute filed a lawsuit against the London-based
architectural engineering company, Arup & Partners International,
for its work on the Modern Wing, claiming that poor engineering has contributed to numerous internal problems, including
faulty air-handling systems, cracked concrete, and various other
structural problems, as reported in the Chicago Tribune.
Although Arup’s engineering work on the criticallyacclaimed wing, designed by Renzo Piano, earned the firm
a merit award for Excellence in Structural Engineering,
as well as a citation from the International Association of
Lighting Designers, the museum’s 12-page lawsuit asking
for $10 million in reparations cordially begs to differ.
Mechanical systems that don’t properly regulate temperature? Cracking and distortion of concrete floors? Air systems
improperly, and unsafely, distributing air? These malfunctions,
listed both in the lawsuit and in the Chicago Tribune, are less
than ideal for a museum housing one of the country’s most
prestigious collections of modern art. Or any museum, for
that matter. Certainly an engineering company that boasts an
internationally-acclaimed clientele base which includes the
Denver Art Museum, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
the Picasso Museum Malaga and the Institute of Contemporary
Art would understand the structural necessities for a building dedicated to the exhibition and preservation of art.
Is this the fault of an otherwise renowned engineering company?
Or the natural by-product of Piano’s extravagant design? According
to the Trib, the lawsuit deals with cosmetic concerns, as well,
noting “that faulty engineering forced the museum to seal openings
in some of the blades so the roof would not produce ‘a noticeable
whistle in windy conditions.’” Regarding this, in his article, “Pardon
us, but our museum is falling apart,” for the Wall Street Journal,
Eric Felten fairly concedes, “In Chicago, that could be a problem.”
Museum spokeswoman Erin Hogan alleges that each of these
problems were fixed prior to the Modern Wing’s opening in May

The Art Institute of Chicago. Modern Wing, North View.
Rendering: Renzo Piano Building Workshop

2009, and that none of the art was installed in spaces presenting the poor conditions cited above. Hogan contends that
AIC is “hoping to resolve this more amicably with Arup.”
Felten hints that perhaps a high-profile design comes with
a high-profile price. “Making unconventional designs work
proves to be costly. Architect Santiago Calatrava’s addition to
the Milwaukee Art Museum was originally supposed to cost
$35 million. But there were monumental difficulties in working
out the intricate machinery of the building’s kinetic, sail-like
structure, and the bill ultimately came out to $125 million.”
The cost of the Art Institute’s Modern Wing was $294 million
(plus $110 million for improvements). So where does the fault
lie? With Piano, for ambitiously designing a structure beyond
reasonable means? Or Arup, for a bit of defunct engineering?
As Chicago construction lawyer James Zahn told the
Tribune, only time will tell. “Most owners don’t have the
knowledge, even if they’re as sophisticated as the Art
Institute is, to determine who’s at fault. That’s why the
lawsuits proceed — to make that determination.”

At the beginning of September, it
was announced that Puerto Rican
artists Jennifer Allora and Guillermo
Calzadilla would represent the U.S. at
the 2011 Venice Biennale. Could this be
a gutsy choice indicating a willingness
to tackle questions of U.S. colonialism
head on, or mere pandering to demands
for that willingness? Either way, expect
the colonial question to be front and
center in discussions around the
Biennale next year. … Two campaigns
have been launched in Britain to fight
massive cuts to arts funding. Alas,
wrote journalist Jonathan Jones in the
Guardian, a poll indicates that 66% of
Britons believe art should be funded
by corporate sponsorship and private
donations. Meanwhile, the British Arts
Council is stalling on accepting Charles
Saatchi’s donation of his art collection.
What’s happening to the arts in Britain?
… Takashi Murakami’s solo show at
Versailles once again has the French art
world in a snit, following a similar flurry
of indignation over previous installations
by Xavier Veilhan and Jeff Koons. … The
Lehman Brothers have put their multimillion dollar art collection on the block
at Christie’s, London, and Sotheby’s,
New York. Estimates expect the collection to fetch around $10 million.
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Michael Thibault is earning his BFA from SAIC
right now, with arts administration and sound
among the areas he’s worked in. Thibault
previously attended Tulane University in
New Orleans, and he also holds a degree in
Psychology from the University of Minneapolis.

Brandon Kosters: How did you
get into playing music? How
did you get into sound art?
Michael Thibault: I was living
in Minneapolis 2004-2005, and
going to school there. At the
time, and I’m sure still, there
was a pretty vibrant noise scene
there. For how big Minneapolis
was, people were supportive,
and I got to go to a lot of house
shows and see a lot of touring
bands. I kind of started getting
into that second-generation
noise stuff through them. I was
also working at a record store
and bumping up my own music
history knowledge — those two
things kind of fused together,
and then I moved to Chicago
after I graduated. I started to add
elements of house music and
more direct analog synthesis, or
cleaner synthesis, rather, than
the noise-based composition ...
I tried to fuse the two together.
BK: I’m curious about that. In
terms of making a distinction, or
bridging the gap, between noise
and more conventional music
... what does that mean to you?
MT: I think noise music,

especially at this point, has its
tropes and its vocabulary as any
genre does. It’s a sonic vocabulary; I think it can be deconstructed and refined. The truly
great thing about noise ... is that
it’s kind of timeless in a way. You
can listen to a Smegma record or
a Prurient record and they basically sound the same, and they
were made forty years apart.
But the means and the recording
technique are pretty similar,
more often than not. So that idea
of the timelessness of music ...
maybe not timelessness, but
the idea of the transcendence
of space and place is something
I’m very interested in. But also
things that are hyper local, like
80’s house and “Chicago House,”
“Miami Bass,” and “Baltimore
Club.” Those are very, very
localized genres of music. I think
it speaks to something that
people aren’t generally as aware
of in their day-to-day lives, but
that culminates into a specific
sound — whereas noise kind
of operates in a different way.
Extracting the things I like about
both of them and fusing them
together is my biggest motivator.

BK: When you go into the
studio, what are you working
with in terms of equipment,
and what’s your process like?
MT: I have a computer and
Ableton Live. I have tangible
instruments, as well, and synthesizers and pedals and drum

machines. There are things
that I can do on my computer
quickly that I can do anywhere,
which I like, but as far as where
I get into stuff, it’s having the
ability to turn knobs and things
like that. I use the computer
as a sketchpad, and will either
develop ideas on it and start
fresh on actual instruments,
or the opposite. It’s however I
feel. I don’t have an extravagant
amount of equipment, so
they all feed off each other.
I was given a bunch of Indian
and gamelan instruments, like
percussive instruments, a few
years ago. So there’s a lot of
bells and wood blocks and very
formal hand percussion. I can
record them with any microphone, and it sounds pretty
good. I can create samples from
that. I have a hammer dulcimer,
and a couple of synthesizers and
a couple of sampling keyboards.

BK: If you were to reduce your
entire practice, or your entire
existence, to two or three
sentences, what would you say?
MT: I would like the work to
resonate with an audience not
because I’m dictating what’s
supposed to be paid attention
to ... but rather, on a base level
of recognizing why it’s enjoyable
to be a human being. I think
that’s what the greatest art does
— that’s what art can be, and if
does that then it’s successful.
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Writing in the Margins
Archival writing projects fill a critical void in Chicago
By Ania Szremski, Arts Editor

Broadly speaking, such initiatives
are responding to the global art
world trendiness of “archive” as a
form or category, but more pointedly,
they are responding to a Chicagospecific anxiety about the national
(and international) marginalization
of the local art scene.
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“If the press took more of an
interest in the hundreds of art
students in the universities and
colleges, they may have more
of a reason to stay [in Chicago]
after graduation. But with the
seemingly apathetic attitude of
local journalism to the arts in
general, many find no temptation.
The visual arts community in
Chicago needs a voice. It needs
representation and recognition.”
Theresa Hill’s finger-wagging
essay “Blame the Media”
(published in the most recent
issue of the Jettison Quarterly)
toots many a familiar horn. The
demise of the New Art Examiner,
the firing of Alan Artner, the
lack of paid writing positions,
the rise of the blog … yes, we all
know: Chicago is suffering from
a potentially crippling paucity of
solid, critical engagement with
contemporary art via the printed
word. And we all love to talk about
it.
What with all the ink being
spilled lamenting how little ink
gets spilled in the name of the arts,
however, there’s demonstrably
less chatter regarding the
independent writing projects that
have been developed to fill that
critical void. The online podcast
series Bad at Sports was an early
example of this; now, it’s certainly
the best known, and arguably
the most successful. Since the
inception of BAS in 2005, other
online platforms have developed
with similar aims, including the
Chicago Artists Resource website,
Process Projects, and most
recently Sixty Inches from Center.
When looked at collectively, a
number of interesting questions
arise around these initiatives.
Aside from the problem of
criticism mentioned above, what
else is at the root of this flurry
of archival initiatives? And what
does it mean that these projects
straddle the line between arts
journalism, and a living archive of
a contemporary scene? Is there a
difference between the two?

Bad at Sports
In 2005, artists Richard Holland
and Duncan MacKenzie got
together over some drinks and
decided to make their own
contemporary art podcast, with
little more than “a case of beer, a
bottle of whiskey, a mixer, three
mics, a laptop computer, and
a curator from Sioux City Art
Center,” MacKenzie said in an
interview with fellow Chicagobased artist Tom Burtonwood
that was published on the
Chicago Artist Resource website.
Their passionate opinions, wry
(at times rancorous) wit and
excellent guests quickly ensured
their success. Today, BAS (which
produces a blog and a weekly
hour-long podcast featuring
interviews and exhibition reviews)
has local editions across the
nation.
MacKenzie is quick to point
out that he and his colleagues are
not critics or journalists: “We are
artists with beer, a microphone,
and desperate enthusiasm for
art,” he told Burtonwood. As for
BAS’s role in Chicago’s discursive
sphere, “I don’t think that it’s clear
that BAS fills a void in the Chicago
art media,” MacKenzie said. “I
think that it is clear that there is a
void left by the end of the New Art
Examiner and uncertainty about
Chicago as an art fair city, and
that it is huge. There is also just
a want for conversation and the
need for a document of some kind
about what is going on in Chicago.
But BAS is just a small part of the
solution. …”
“The real question is hard to
answer,” MacKenzie went on to
say. “Is a grass-roots style media
viable here? How do we ensure
that there are future media
resources, or a consistent public
media organization recording and
documenting this scene?”

The Chicago Artists Resource
Website
First launched in 2007, CAR is
partly the answer to Duncan’s
question. A project of the City of
Chicago Department of Cultural
Affairs and spearheaded by local
artists Barbara Koenen and Sara
Schnadt, the website offers not
only bulletin boards for calls for
artists, jobs, and spaces for rent,
but also artist-oriented Chicago
neighborhood guides, first-person
artist and arts-professional
stories, an “artist curated resource
directory,” and articles culled
from cultural centers like the New
York Foundation for the Arts. In
addition, the website hosts years’
worth of podcasts from events
at the Chicago Cultural Center,
including Artist at Work forums
and Creative Chicago lectures and
discussions.
Thus, as much as CAR is a sort
of artist resource warehouse, it’s
also very much a living archive
of contemporary artists’ own
accounts of their struggles,
triumphs, and advice, as well
as a map of the shifting cultural
landscape in the city; and it has
the authority and resources of
the city behind it to help ensure
longevity.

Finally, the most recently
implemented of these online
initiatives is Sixty Inches from
Center, founded this year by
recent Columbia College grads
Tempestt Hazel and Nicolette
Caldwell, with the stated mission
to “document, archive and support
art that exists outside the central
iconic art institutions in Chicago.
With video, audio, photography,
writing, projects, and community
engagement, SIFC captures and
contributes to the most innovative
aspects of our city’s peripheral
visual culture.”
The site is slated to launch
with content this fall, and in the
meantime the SIFC team publishes
their interviews and reviews on
their blog. Of all of the initiatives
profiled here, SIFC’s mission is
perhaps most profoundly selfaware of its relationship to the so
oft condemned “traditional” media
here in Chicago, in its efforts to
document and preserve online the
events and art parties that happen
on the fringe of the local scene
(especially the openings).
This point leads to a sort of
final diagnosis of all of these
initiatives. Although they could
be categorized as arts journalism,
each of these projects goes
beyond that category in their
quest to not only review shows
or cover events, but to uncover
the mechanisms that allowed
those events to happen — and
especially, to provide space for
the normally “invisible” elements
of the art world, whether that be
the often neglected work of arts
administrators or the apartment
gallery opening that was only
attended by five people.
Broadly speaking, such
initiatives are responding to the
global art world trendiness of
“archive” as a form or category,
but more pointedly, they are
responding to a Chicago-specific
anxiety about the national (and
international) marginalization
of the local art scene. If a given
“scene” gains legitimacy through
sheer volume of critical discourse,
as Theresa Hill seemed to suggest
at the beginning of this essay, then
the archival initiatives described
here are, whether this is conscious
or not, also striving toward this
legitimacy.

2005

SIXTY INCHES
FROM CENTER
ARTISTS RUN
CHICAGO

2008

Sixty Inches from Center

With Process Projects, we arrive
at a new trend: the art historydriven, student-led initiative
that self-identifies as an archival
practice. Conceived of by current
SAIC students Ariel Pittman and
Danica Willard (both dual M.A.
’11) during their first year of grad
school, Process Projects is still in
development. Notably, this online
compendium of video interviews,
slide shows, and essays is not
Chicago-specific, but more largely
aims to “discover and discuss
what it is that happens behind
closed doors to make the art
world as we know it work and how
we might make it work better in
the future,” said Pittman. “That,
I guess, is Process Projects: a
relentless series of interviews,
forums, live-chats, on the street
interviews, and articles that
query and reveal the process
and practices at work in the [art
world].”
Co-founder Willard pondered
the question of the “journalistic”
role of the Process Projects
archive in her essay, “A New
Frontier in Arts Journalism?”:
“It didn’t cross my mind that the
project we were undertaking could
in anyway be considered a type of
arts journalism project,” she said,
but “our vision of uncovering the
creative process does provide
useful information to the public in
the same way as most traditional
media organizations. ... But in
reality, our project is stretching
the bounds of arts journalism
much father.”

2007

Process Projects

2010
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Noteworthy
in October
Iran Takes Chicago
(1) 21st Annual Festival of Films from Iran
October 2 – 21
Gene Siskel Film Center
164 N State
(2) Shirin Nestat: Rapture
September 24 – December 12
Block Museum of Art
40 Arts Circle Drive, Evanston
All things Iranian seem to be a curatorial
obsession in Chicago right now. The
Art Institute’s Alexander Pope-inspired
exhibition over the summer is now
complemented by the exhibition “Shirin
Neshat: Rapture” at the Block Museum,
and the Iranian Festival at the Gene Siskel
throughout the month of October. Press
releases for both feature lots and lots
of women in black veils. In fact, almost
exclusively women in black veils. Could
the press be misleading? Could Chicago’s
curators finally take a bold move beyond
cultural stereotypes and Western fetishizing
of the veil?? Will we finally see something
new, nuanced, or illuminating???

Maddie Leach: Signs and Wonders
shall appear
October 1 – 31
Hyde Park Art Center
5020 S Cornell Avenue
In the sequel to the “Close Encounters”
exhibition of early 2010, New Zealander
Maddie Leach is launching a year-long
project investigating apple harvesting on
the Beaver Archipelago islands in Lake
Michigan. This ethnographic, historiographic, and relational project touches on
all the hot buttons of contemporary art
methodologies. And, the sign she’s going
to paint on the Art Center’s façade will tell
us where we can get those storied apples.

Data Mining
September 30 – November 6
Columbia College A+D Gallery
619 S Wabash Ave
This group show focuses on a topic that
may already be dated, although the Columbia College PR people call it “a newly
emerging and rapidly evolving process
of data mining, the process of extracting
hidden patterns from data.” Locals like
Jason Salavon have been doing this for
years, and the commercial applicability of
the practice can at times impinge on the
viewing experience. Will this fresh crop of
students produce something more exciting?
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Chicago Humanities Festival
Multiple venues
October through November
Academics amongst us, rejoice: the
Chicago Humanities Festival is back again!
Scholars, writers, artists, scientists and
more will be pontificating in spaces all
around Chicago on this year’s topic: the
body. Titillating, indeed! My top pick:
the conversation between Hamza Walker
and Tania Bruguera on October 24.

Writers, Puppets at Intuit
(1)Contemporary Authors and
the Artistic Process
October 2, 11 a.m. – 1 p.m., $10
(2)Henry Darger’s Life (&)
Work Puppet Show
October 28, 6 – 8 p.m.
756 N Milwaukee
Oh, the awesome strangeness that is
always afoot at Intuit. Where would Chicago
be without it? The center promises two
particularly enticing events this October.
First up, a panel discussion in collaboration
with the Chicago Underground Library
featuring local authors. Attendees of the
panel are encouraged to bring objects,
images and clippings to contribute to a new
book celebrating the life of Henry Darger,
and which will also serve as inspiration for
a biographic puppet show on October 28.
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FICKLE EXISTENCE “White Gold/Gin Trash”, canning jars, cottonseed oil, products derived from cotton. Libby O’Bryan, 2010. Photo by Cody Davis.

Sullivan Real Estate
By Elliott Beazley, Staff Writer

Many SAIC students and alumni
exhibited during the visual arts
community’s First Friday on Sept.
10, a annual social event during
which Chicago galleries reveal
their debut exhibitions for fall.
Since movings its main galleries
from Gallery 2 (847 W Jackson)
to the 7th floor of the Sullivan
Building (36 S. Wabash) in 2008,
SAIC has lost valuable roots
situated within the West Loop. The
concentration of artists, galleries,
and societies independent from the
major Chicago art institutions such
as the Art Institute provided valuable context for student artwork.
On the other hand, the School
gained in on-campus gallery
space. The Sullivan Galleries
boasts 32,000 square feet, ideal
for SAIC’s BFA and MFA shows
across all disciplines. By having
the opening reception for fall
exhibitions on September 10, this
year’s First Friday, the school
encouraged the crowds to come to
the Loop and admire the space.
However, on view was a
disappointing and disjointed
partioning of the space, for all the
artists involved and the shows
on view: “Process in Product:
Work from the Summer Studio,”
“A Fickle Existence,” “The Joke is
Irresistable,” and “Materials of the
City.” Three of the shows, which
had themes alluding to urban
materials, nature versus artifice,
and the tropes of masculinity,
were grouped as a cluster in the
gallery’s south wing. The space felt
cramped, with large, distracting
color indicators painted on the
bottoms of the walls to show
what piece belonged to which
show. Assistant Curator of the
Sullivan Galleries Kate Zeller said
the indicators were a tool for
“wayfinding and not a solution to
lack of space.” But participating
artist in “Materials of the City”
Justyn Mainard (BFA 2010) said,
“I had several guests express
difficulty in locating my exhibit.
Overall I think these organizational

devices were not super effective.”
In a place as large as the Sullivan,
surely there is a better way to
create curatorial cohesiveness.
Walking into the the Sullivan
Gallery’s north wing was a different
experience: a surplus of space,
but not enough art. The exhibition
titled “Work from Summer Studio”
was a show for students working in
the Sullivan over the summer. The
residency had focused on process
resulting in many unfinished
pieces and accumlation of things
as an artist’s studio is expected to
be. Mainard noted, “The spaces
were partitioned for the Summer
Studios, yet while walking through
I got the sense I was going through
little boutiques without walls.”
The themes in the show range
from the artist’s studio as subject,
archival displays, with final pieces
somewhere in-between. Although
Mainard was slighty frustrated
with the amount of space, he says
his curator, SAIC student Danica
Willard Sachs (double M.A. ’11)
was “very cooperative, thorough
and mindful of her theme. I would
be interested in collaborating
in the future, perhaps this time
with less clutter.” The attempt
to show process in the north
galleries was interesting, but
the surplus of space around the
work, in comparison to the lack
of space in the south galleries,
overwhelms and snubs the other
shows in the gallery. Assistant
Curator Kate Zeller noted “Process
in Product” is arranged to “spark
the idea of community: more
studio space, more making.”
The question remains: were the
other three cramped shows
included in that community?

WORK FROM SUMMER STUDIO “Mary Kay Cadillac,” graphite on paper. Ashley Brown, 2010. Photo by Cody Davis.

the joke is irressitable
MATERIALS OF THE CITY
a fickle existence
August 28-October 16
Process in Product:
Work from Summer
Studio
August 28-October 2

MATERIALS OF THE CITY “Junction,” video projection. Justyn Mainard, 2010. Photo courtesy of the artist.

Sullivan Galleries
33 S. State Street
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TEMPLES OF
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On view through January 16, 2011

Smart Museum of Art, University of Chicago
5550 S. Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
smartmuseum.uchicago.edu

ADMISSION IS ALWAYS FREE
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See You in St. Louis
SAIC alum Stan Chisholm among the artists thriving in St. Louis
By Allison Glenn, Freelance Writer

St. Louis, Missouri has been hit
particularly hard by the recession.
Nonetheless, the city’s Grand
Center Arts District is bustling,
offering high quality arts programming on par with the nation’s
larger cities. SAIC alum and St.
Louis native Stan Chisholm (BFA)
2010) is part of that plucky artistic
activity, mounting two related exhibitions at contemporary art spaces
in St. Louis the summer after
his graduation: NewPop I at the
Saint Louis Art Guild (September
5 – October 29), and NewPop II at
Hoffman LaChance Contemporary
(September 3 – 25). Chisholm’s
success back home is an optimistic
example of continued opportunities for artistic experimentation,
even in the midst of economic
decline; and also shows that there
is, indeed, life after graduation.
F Newsmagazine took a trip
down to St. Louis this July to get a
glimpse of the regional art scene
and check out Stan’s progress
on his exhibitions at Hoffman
LaChance, where he had completed with the first iteration of
his installation for this space. The
artist had outfitted the interior of
the gallery to resemble a boutique
clothing store and crafted various
displays in his trademark cartoonish aesthetic out of humble materials he had on hand: foamboard,
white paint, black Sharpie markers,
dirt, and fasteners. Chisholm used
the foam to create faux shelves to
support the “goods” he’s selling
to the viewer: a series of phrases
called OneLiners. The OneLiners
are lists of words the artist jumbles
together to make phrases that
are multivalent to the point of
losing all signification. Phrases like
UntilThereIsntAConsistancyToObey, Don’tMistakeResolutionForBeauty, and NeverInHistoryHasACauseBeenFaithfulToOnlyOneEffect are placed
on the shelves and around
the exhibition, provoking the
viewer to delve deeper into the
meaning of the exhibition.
According to the artist, despite
its title the exhibition is not about
Pop Art, as a movement; instead,
it’s meant as a reflection on the
“avenues that objects take to
become assimilated into pop culture.” By placing objects on display
that challenge the viewer to think
about the value of their everyday
purchase, Chisholm is turning the
commodification of objects on
its head, and what emerges is a
larger critique about the purchasing power of the individual. By

situating the objects in his installation to mimic the presentation
of a boutique, the artist wants his
audience to consider how “ideas,
concepts and objects move within
the world from person to person”
as a constant work in progress.
This conceptual framework
is echoed in the formal qualities
of the installation, which plays
with the viewer’s perception; the
simplest movement can alter
and shift the visual understanding of the pieces on display.
Both formally and in terms
of content, New Pop II continues
many of Chisholm’s artistic preoccupations during his time at SAIC.
While still in Chicago, for instance,
Stan worked on the MoneyBags
project with his collaborator Lisa
See Kim, whereby he would drop
satchels filled with fake currency
screenprinted with OneLiners
(similar to the ones on display
at Hoffman LaChance) in various
public places for any passerby
to take. Like the New Pop exhibitions, MoneyBags was a critical
and humorous take on consumer
culture and the exchange of goods
and ideas, inside and outside of
the market. In fact, on the weekend
of September 25 – 26, Chisholm
organized a MoneyBags fabrication workshop to accompany
his solo shows in St. Louis.
Currently, Chisholm balances
his art practice with work as a
gallery and installation assistant
at the Contemporary Art Museum
St. Louis. A few evenings a week
he DJs at 2720 Cherokee, a bar and
event space on the ground floor of
Art Dimensions Gallery, a nonprofit artist run gallery and studio
space on St. Louis’ edgy Cherokee
Street. Clearly, Chisholm’s example
shows that even in the current
economic climate, art school grads
can have personal and professional
success when they strike out on
their own. Even more interestingly,
however, is the fact that he’s
achieving that success in St. Louis.
Perhaps eager SAIC alums would
do well to avoid the temptations
and hardships of glamorous
artistic centers like New York and
L.A., and explore the surprisingly
rich and varied opportunities
that exist around the region.

Installation view of Stan Chisholm, NewPop II, at Hoffman LaChance Gallery. Photograph courtesy of
Hoffman LaChance Gallery.

Installation view of Stan Chisholm, NewPop II, at Hoffman LaChance Gallery. Photograph courtesy of
Hoffman LaChance Gallery.

Chisholm’s success back home is an optimistic example of
continued opportunities for artistic experimentation, even in
the midst of economic decline; and also shows that there is,
indeed, life after graduation.
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Ben Russell

Road Trypping

Ben Russell’s “Trypp#7 (Badlands)” at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago.

Presenting film as a method of
documenting an experience, “Trypps #7”
also explores the potential of manipulating
the medium of film itself.

By Jennifer Swann, Staff Writer

In September, SAIC alum Ben
Russell transformed the Museum
of Contemporary Art’s UBS
12 x 12 space into a realm of
shattered, mind-bending visual
experience. Images of his film
“Trypps #7 (Badlands)” were not
only projected onto a screen, but
also simultaneously reflected
and refracted across the room
via mirrored panels lining the
walls. The ten-minute piece is the
most recent in the artist’s series
of experimental ethnographic
films (like “Trypps #5 (Dubai)”
and “Trypps #6 (Malobi)”), which
explore subtle nuances of experience as influenced and distorted
by place, vision, film and drugs.
“Trypps #7” begins as a slow
and meditative portrait of a
woman standing on a cliff in the
Badlands National Park. Her hair
blows in the wind as if propelled
by electricity, and her eyes open
and close. Her mouth slowly forms
a smile and her eyes well up with
tears as the sound of a ringing bell,
like a Pavlovian signal, reverberates throughout the space .
The title refers not only
to taking a day trip out to the
desert, but to the young actress’s
experience of taking acid, as
documented by Russell. The
artist’s formal experimentation
with cinematography echoes
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the effects of the drugs. The
camera tilts and up and down,
and suddenly the entire image
is flipping like a mirrored coin.
The viewer sees an abstracted,
animated montage of sky and
mountain, grainy blues and browns
shuffling in and out of the frame.
Achieved by spinning a mirror
in front of the camera’s lens, at first
the effect seems to be a mere facile
exploration into shifting perspectives, at times exposing its own
artifice when the shadow of the
camera slips into the frame. As the
film continues, however, complex
contradictions arise that question
both the authenticity of the image,
and the viewer’s own experience of
that image. A crack running down
the mirror suddenly becomes visible, splitting the image and drawing attention to the materiality of
the medium of film itself, while also
creating a visual parallel between
the distorted images created
by scratches on film and cracks
in a mirror. And just when we
think we’ve figured out Russell’s
modes of production, another
contradiction arises: how has he
filmed through a mirror without
capturing his own reflection?
“Trypps #7” is a moving
paradox: it is a portrait of a woman
that not only represents her
physical being, but also attempts
to interpret her emotional state.
“Trypps #7” is also a landscape
film that emphasizes the grittiness

and weighty presence of Earth, not
unlike Robert Smithson’s “Spiral
Jetty” playing one floor above
in the MCA. And while “Trypps
#7” mimics the formalism of a
landscape painting, it manages to
dynamically transform stagnant
mountains into abstract motions
of color and shape. Presenting
film as a method of documenting
an experience, “Trypps #7” also
explores the potential of manipulating the medium of film itself.
These concepts are formally
echoed in Russell’s installation.
As the mirrored panels of the dark
screening room reflect the earthy
images of the super 16mm film,
they also reflect the lighting and
white-walled architecture of the
museum outside, mixing all the
images together and forcing the
viewer to constantly question his
or her perception and experience.

Ben Russell,
“Trypps #7 (Badlands)”
September 4–27, 2010
Museum of Contemporary
Art Chicago
220 E Chicago Ave
Forthcoming 12 x 12 exhibition:
Tim Louis Graham
October 2–31, 2010
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With a wide array of lectures spanning
all artistic mediums and some exciting
opportunities for student exhibitions,
October is a busy month for SAIC.
On October 2, from 12-2 p.m.,
the Gene Siskel Film Center
is hosting an undergraduate
film/video festival — a free
event that screens the work of
approximately 30 SAIC students.
... Coming up on October 8 is the
deadline for the Nippon Steel
U.S.A. Presidential Awards.
Entry forms are available at
the Betty Rymer Gallery, and
those accepted will have their
work exhibited at their 18th
Annual Art Appreciation exhibit.
Contact the Betty Rymer Gallery
for additional information. ...
SUGs is currently accepting
proposals for exhibitions to
be mounted next semester. The
deadline is October 25, and
you can contact Ariel Pittman
(apittm@saic.edu) with any
proposal questions. ...

On October 6 at 6 p.m., New
York-based photographer Ron
Jude will lecture in Columbus
Auditorium on his personal
pathway to creating narrative
in still images. ... Calling all
Art History students! Patricia
Leighten will present a lecture
entitled, “A Rationale of
Ugliness: Primitivism, Cubism,
and Its Audience 1908-1913,” at
AIC on October 7. Discussing
contemporary criticisms
of Cubism, the lecture will
commence at 6 p.m. in the Price
Auditorium. ...

On October 15 the Expository
Languages lexture series will
host Michelle Bowers, who
works with found imagery
in graphic design and will
be speaking in Columbus
Auditorium on October 15th at
5:15 p.m. ... this month, VAP also
welcomes Warren Lehrer, who
will be speaking in Columbus
Auditorium on October 22 at 5:15
p.m. about his work with visual
literature and the performing
arts. ...

On October 28 at 6 p.m., the
Fashion Department welcomes
pattern-maker Homer D. Layne,
who will be discussing his work
with fashion designer Charles
James, to their “Behind the
Seams” lecture series. Call
312.629.6731 for reservations.
... Also on October 28, Karl
Wirsum will be giving a talk at
the Chicago Cultural Center,
where he will also be receiving
the 2010 Ruth Horwich Award
from the Chicago Department of
Cultural Affairs. Co-sponsored
by SAIC, this event will
commence at 6 p.m.
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TIME WARP
THE HALLOWEEN BALL
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2010
FROM 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m
THE MACLEAN CENTER BALLROOM
MUSIC PROVIDED BY SAIC FREERADIO
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DON’T BE THAT GUY.
Be smart with your money. Open a
Student Banking account for your
chance to win a $10,000 scholarship or
other great prizes. Go to 53.com/students.

SEND US YOUR COMICS!
editors@fnewsmagazine.com

For complete ofﬁcial rules, visit www.53.com/students. No purchase necessary.
Fifth Third Bank, Member FDIC.
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By Olivia Liendo

MATCH THE OBJECT with THE ARTIST!

We’ve started for you...

Presenting us with yet another treat, alumna Olivia Liendo still
has a few tricks up her sleeve. Don’t let your brain get lazy as
you inspect her latest doll sculpture — there’s plenty to unpack.
If you’re on top of the art world, you should be able to pick
out a few of the artists to whom she’s paid homage. Having
trouble? We’ve provided you with a matching game to get you
going. Happy Halloween!

Shoes

Nick Cave

Skirt

Damien Hirst

Head

Felix Gonzalez-Torres

Pitchfork
Heart
Candies

Jeff Koons
Takashi Murakami
Grant Wood
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lead corporate sponsor

foundation support

official airline

Major support for the exhibition is generously provided by The Kenneth and Anne Gri;n Foundation.
Additional generous support is provided by Margot and George Greig, Anne and Burt Kaplan, Ruth
Horwich, The Broad Art Foundation, Gagosian Gallery, Lindy Bergman, Helyn Goldenberg, Sara Szold,
and The Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation.
Martin Boyce. Fear Meets the Soul (detail), 2008. Steel, powder-coated steel, acrylic paint, and altered
plywood leg splint designed by Charles and Ray Eames in 1942. Approx. 88 × 68 × 95 in. (223.5 × 172.7
× 241.3 cm). Courtesy the artist; Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York; and Modern Institute/Toby Webster,
Ltd., Glasgow. Photo by Jean Vong

DISCUSSION

Sculpting with Air
with artist Martin Boyce and art historian
George Baker
Saturday, October 16, 3 pm
Tickets start at $6.

Mobile. Weightless. Precariously balanced. In this closing-weekend
conversation, art historian George Baker and artist Martin Boyce discuss these qualities as they relate to Calder’s work and contemporary
sculpture, inviting us to consider their relevance in an increasingly
provisional and contingent world.

